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The Hindu Code Bill is being a burning issue since independence of India and not only this; it is a controversial issue 
even today also. To know, why it is a burning and controversial issue, we have to look into the history of Hindu 
social order and patriarchal hierarchy. If one will go back in the days of Vedic era one will find the position of 
women was not at par with the men. Rather she was considered just a commodity which can be used whenever 
and wherever required.  
To quote Manu, who was considered the Hindu law giver in the Vedic era, “day and night women must be kept in 
dependence and guarded by males of their families.” 
He further said to balance the above law that women do not care for beauty, nor is their attention fixed on age: 
thinking it is enough that he is a man, they give themselves to the handsome and to the ugly. 
In connection to the statement mentioned above the sage Agastya states that it has been a woman’s nature ever 
since creation began, to cling to a man only when he prospers, and desert him in difficulty. 
If today such statements are passed, forget about they become law of the day, one can imagine what would be the 
scenario. Today these statements are looked as a reason for social division. But these are not just the statements; 
these were the realities of the Rig Vedic era. This was a kind of unbalance among the two genders consisting of the 
same society. This was very much prevalent mostly in Hindu brahminical social order and patriarchal structure. 
According to Uma Chakravarti a well known historian, the argument behind this justification was women’s sexual 
lust. So the need aroused to institutionalise her sexual subordination by codifying the brahminical laws by the 
power of the state.
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In addition to this there were many questions revolving around the orbit of women as an entity and these issues 
were their rights in property, their marriage, divorce, maintenance, rights relating to religious practices and many 
more.  
My present paper talks about the debates concerning the Hindu Code Bill in pre and post independent India. Due 
to the majority of Hindus staying in India, this Bill had been a matter of concern as it directly intervened in their 
religious world. The laws and the customs they were following since centuries were challenged. In this paper I have 
tried to present the views of both the parties either they were supporters or the opponents. I have also put some 
light on the role and contribution of one of the prominent personality, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. It has also been tried to 
show that because of the failure to get this bill passed by the then legislature, which was promised by Pt. Nehru, 
Dr. Ambedkar resigned as Law Minister.  
The general subordination of women assumed a particularly severe form in India through the powerful instrument 
of religious traditions which have shaped social practices. A marked feature of Hindu society is its legal sanction for 
an extreme expression of social stratification in which women and the lower castes have been subjected to 
humiliating conditions of existence.
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In such a background the story of the Hindu Code Bill gets shape. The need to reform the Hindu legal system 
became very clear to the British by the end of the eighteenth century, when the British policy of non-interference 
with customary laws met with difficulties of implementation at the ground level. While introducing their legal 
system in the administration of the country, the British faced difficulties in accommodating the plethora of Indian 
customary practices within the rational structure of British jurisprudence.  
Despite such strategic positioning, their legal structure assumed a very complex character over time. Left out of 
options, the British administration in colonial India decided to act in a consensual manner. In the late eighteenth 
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century, with the initiative of Warren Hastings and William Jones and with the aid of renowned pandits, the British 
administration attempted codification of customary laws. Purely an administrative initiative, this did not attempt 
radical changes and, therefore, did not antagonize the Hindu community. 
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More than a century later, the Montague-Chelmsford Report of 1918 and the Government of India Act 1919 
ushered in a new era in the Indian legislative initiative. In 1921, the need for codification of Hindu law was debated 
in the legislature comprising representative Indians, with limited political participation. 
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Along with the social reformers, the women’s organisations too played a pivotal role in the late nineteenth 
century. In 1941, the Hindu Law Committee was formed headed by B.N. Rau, Calcutta High Court Judge, felt the 
need for a complete codification of the Hindu law and the committee was reconstructed after the 
recommendations given by the Rau Committee in 1944. The major areas of concern of the Hindu Code Bill were 
rights relating to marriage, property, inheritance, adoption, maintenance and guardianship.   
 The decade of the 1940s was a vital period in Indian history. The nation was bestowed with the unprecedented 
opportunity to transform itself as a modern nation. To build a new nation, a variety of economic, political, social 
and cultural factors had to come to term with each other. The vision of planned economic development and self-
reliance within a curious mixture of socialism and capitalism led to the evolution of the political structures within 
the ambit of a democratic set-up. As economic and political forces reconfigured themselves to contribute towards 
the emergence of a progressive economy, the cultural milieu also experienced the need for alignment with the 
aspirations of an emerging nation.  
The protracted debate over the Hindu Code Bill with widespread participation across all regions and segments of 
the Indian society between 1941 and 1956, known as the Hindu Code Bill debate, epitomized the necessity of the 
society to strike an alliance with the forces of modernization.  
The staunch Hindus considered this reform as a threat to their religion. They used to believe in two schools of 
Hindu Law viz. Mitakshara and Dayabhag, both, created and sustained inequality. The Mitakshara School treated 
the property of the Hindu as belonging to a co-parcenary in which by reason of birth sons, grand-sons and the 
great grand-sons had interest. The property passed by survivorship under Mitakshara whereas Dayabhag School 
recognised the rule of personal interest and capacity to dispose of the property having interest in it. Further the 
Bill had the object of making the widow, the daughter and the widow of a pre-deceased son eligible to inherit 
property.
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Women were directly affected by this bill as it was elevating them and treating them with equality.But the Hindu 
orthodox took it in the other way round. They felt it as their religious practices were being questioned. An Anti-
Hindu-Code-Bill committee was supported by conservative lawyers as well as clerics.  They held hundreds of 
meeting and presented themselves as religious warriors (dharamveers) fighting a religious war (dharamyudh). 
 
RSS threw its weight behind this agitation. Agitators called it "An Atom bomb on Hindu Society".  Few compared it 
with Rowlettact.  
In one protest in 1949, they burned effigies of Pt. Nehru and Dr. Ambedkar and later vendelized the car of Sheikh 
Abdullah while shouting "Down with Hindu code bill" and "May Pt. Nehru perish". 
The leader of movement against this bill was one Swami Karpatriji Maharaj whose opposition was coloured by the 
fact that bill was driven by Dr. Ambedkar. He made many references to the law minister's caste, suggesting that 
an untouchable have no business meddling in the matters normally the preserve of the brahmin. In his speeches 
he challenged Dr. Ambedkar to a public debate on his interpretations of shastras.
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He was not the only one person who opposed the bill, President Dr. Rajendra Prasad had written multiple letters to 
Nehru protesting against the bill. The bill, argued the president, was highly discriminatory, for it applied to only 
one community, Hindus. Many more joined the ranks of Prasad and Singh. 
One major lacuna in the Bill, according to me, was considering all the citizens except Muslims, Parsis, Christians 

and Jews of India as Hindus. It meant Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists were brought under the category of Hindus. This 

created tension. Observing this chaos the Bill was postponed till September 1951. 
THE HINDU CODE BILL 
The Hindu Code Bill is primarily a child of Article 44 of Indian constitution. 
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The State shall endeavour to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the territory of India. 
Hindu Code Bill focused on two issues: 
1. Elevate rights and status of Hindu Women. 
2. To do away with disparities and divisions of caste. 
 
Among the notable features of the bill were- 

 Awarding equal share of property to daughters and widows. 

 Granting of maintenance to wife if she decided to live separately if husband have a "loathsome disease". 

 Abolition of caste and sub-caste specific marriage rules. 

 Allowing either partner to file for and obtain divorce. 

 Making monogamy mandatory. 

 Allowing adoption of a child from different caste. 
 

One pertinent question was asked regarding the introduction of the Bill. Is it the right time to introduce it as it was, 
that is1951, just the fourth year after independence. Nehru was of the view that to make India an egalitarian 
society the Hindu Code Bill is a necessity. He was supported by Dr. Ambedkar. Ambedkar remarked that since time 
immemorial Hindu society considered God as law maker and because of this there has been no developmental 
change since centuries. His attempt was to prepare the nation for this major change. He asked that if we want to 
save the Hindu traditions, culture and social order, then we must not hesitate to remove the loopholes or 
shortcomings from it. 
Ambedkar failed in his first attempt and again he introduced the Bill in the assembly in February 1951. Again there 
were voices of opposition. Dr. Ambedkar and Nehru faced the opposition both inside and outside the parliament 
from the Hindu conservatives. Seeking the agitation, Nehru decided to divide the Bill into four parts as he had left 
with fewer choices. 
Moreover only few months were left for the first general elections. Nehru was in dilemma that whether he should 
take the risk of introducing the Bill just before the elections or should he wait for the appropriate time. He 
favoured the latter option. He declared in September 1951, that the Bill now be divided into two parts and they 
were marriage and divorce. But as we are lacking time so there would be no discussion on the Bill in this session.   
With this the Hindu conservatives and orthodox organisations sat quite but Dr. Ambedkar resigned as Law 
Minister, as he took this decision of Nehru his failure. He said that he agreed with Nehru to divide the Bill and in 
the present session it will be discussed. He agreed on marriage and divorce issues and for two days these matters 
were debated and discussed but suddenly Nehru declared to take back the entire Bill, this death of the Hindu Code 
Bill disillusioned him. He was shocked, so he decided to resign as for him there is no meaning in remaining as 
minister in such a government which because of lack of time is not in a position to get the Bill passed in the 
Parliament. 
He said that he was not questioning the honesty of the Prime Minister but the dedication and hard work one 
should have, for any general cause, he (Nehru) lacked it. He said without solving the social problems of the Hindu 
society, the economic development is a mockery. He said it is like constructing a building on cow’s dung. Though 
he had differences with Nehru and other members, he remained in parliament just for a social cause. He justified 
his resignation on this moral ground only. He was very sad because he observed that the government stepped back 
because of the pressure of the conservative Hindus. 
In his election campaigns, Nehru promised that if he will come to power he will again introduce the Bill with some 
changes. This tactic made him win the elections. He then divided the Bill in several parts to avoid further chaos. 
H.V. Pataskar, the new Law Minister got them passed one by one. In 1955-56 four new laws came up on the lines 
of the Hindu Code Bill and the famous one was the marriage act in which the right to take divorce got sanctioned, 
inter caste marriage was allowed and polygamy was abolished. 
Along with this three more acts became a reality. They were Hindu Succession Act, Hindu Adoption and 
Maintenance Act and Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act. These all rights were in favour of women. These acts 
empowered them to take their share in property which was earlier denied. 
These laws were also made mandatory for Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists and because Nehru had thumping majority, 
he could able to get them passed.  
In her book titled. ‘Against the Madness of Manu’, Sharmila Rege has written that Ambedkar blamed endogamy, 
the essence of caste system. She further wrote that he, (Ambedkar), made a comparison of domestic work in U.S. 
where there exits endogamy on racial grounds but this does not lead to the formation of caste system there. But in 
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India, people who belong to different race and culture are mixed but divided on the grounds of fixed units of 
castes. Ambedkar said that endogamy has superimposed the existing practice of exogamy.
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She wrote that Ambedkar explained that in Hindu society if a woman is surplus, she should be ‘disposed of’ either 
by sati system or by enforcing and degrading widowhood into service. But the same system is not in practice for a 
surplus man. His (surplus man) problem would be solved by getting him marry to someone from a not-yet 
marriageable group. Ambedkar concluded that this system creates the basis of the institution of girl child 
marriage.
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Given the reference of Ambedkar’s article, ‘Women and Counter Women’ she wrote that Ambedkar tries to 
compare the rights of women in the pre-Manu and Manu-era and emphasised that the latter is the period that 
initiates the subordination of women.
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She explained that for Ambedkar there is no scientific explanation of all customs practiced in Hindu religion. She 
quoted his lines when he said, “We have plenty of philosophy to explain why these customs are honoured,  but 
nothing to tell us the cause of their origin and existence. 
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So in this way we can say that the history of the Hindu code Bill has its presence in whatsoever manner since the 
British rule. With British policy of non-interference to taking active part, though only in administrative manner, 
tells the story of its existence. The role of social reformers and the contribution of the women’s organisations it is 
clear that there was a consciousness among people regarding the issue of women rights. 
Its journey from religious structure to legal ground has shown its significance. Its importance can also be marked 
by the evidence that Nehru took this issue so close to his heart that he once told that if the Bill will not be passed 
by the legislature, they will quit the government.  
Nehru was questioned for not introducing the Uniform Code Bill. In defence to his argument he said that it is not 
the actual time to introduce it. He said that he has created the platform for it and the Hindu Code Bill is the first 
step towards it.  
One more argument can also be given that he believed in secularism and felt that codifying the religious laws of 
the minority group will urge them to consider India a communal nation where they will have no security. This he 
thought would be an attack on his theory of secularism. 
On the other hand if we take case of Dr. Ambedkar, who too was secular in nature, sat quietly in the Parliament 
proceedings only because he was disillusioned. But not taking part in the active part of the nation building does 
not mean that his contribution was low rather entire nation knows him as a masiha of dalits and women. In my 
view point he was the only gardener who sowed the seeds of men-women equality. As a Law Minister he fought 
for women emancipation. So if we compare the role of Nehru and Dr. Ambedkar, we will found that though Nehru 
deviated from the very cause of the Hindu Code Bill due to the first general elections and played in a very 
diplomatic style. Dr. Ambedkar stuck to the Bill and did not even bother about of loosing or winning the elections. 
Though he lost the elections but his dedication towards fighting for the egalitarian society did not stop till his last 
breath. 
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